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Back to the Future is nearly present 
 
 

 In the film ‘Back to the Future II’ the main character Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) finds himself in the USA of 2015 

with a host of modern gadgets including the levitating Hoverboard. When released in 1985, the film featured a wide range of 

futuristic concepts including flying cars, tablet computers, 3D movies, home energy reactors and the sleep inducing Alpha-

Rhythm Generator.  

 

Which got us thinking about how many of the futuristic devices in the film have become a reality. Sadly whilst the Hoverboard 

didn’t get off the ground one or two ideas caught our eye – phone glasses and remote hovering news cameras. Neither of 

these appear to be far away from Google Glass and Amazon’s drone parcel delivery programme. A surprising number of 

technological visions from the film have become reality and are worth reviewing. 

 

While we ourselves don’t tend to think 30 years ahead when investing we know many of the management teams that we 

invest in are prepared to take a long investment horizon and this can range from the research and development of new 

revolutionary materials to greenfield land development. These however are typically highly profitable businesses with strong 

balance sheets and robust cash flow that can fund these long term developments. Generally, we tend to avoid sky blue 

investments.  

 

What are we watching this week?     

 

Globally markets appear to have moved into extreme risk averse mood as Ebola makes more news headlines and the near 

term outlook for Europe continues to darken. In the USA the VIX volatility reading spiked to its highest close since February, 

while the UK FTSE 100 closed at a 52 week low.  

 

The IMF quarterly economic report predicted a 30% chance of deflation across the Eurozone within the next year and an 

almost 40% chance of recession within six months. While the IMF forecasts show the US and UK to be relatively healthy it 

downgraded the Eurozone, Japan and emerging markets, trimming its global growth forecast to 3.3% in 2014 and 4% in 2015.  

 

Industrial commodity prices continued to slide on concerns over the global growth outlook with Brent oil below $89 and WTI 

at $84. The next OPEC meeting is at the end of November.     

      

The first Ebola virus case outside of West Africa, with a Spanish nurse infected didn’t help sentiment while in the US a man 

who contracted Ebola in Liberia last month died at Dallas hospital and one of the nurses treating him has become infected.    

 

Otherwise the usual geo-political tensions rumbled on in the background. There appeared to be an easing of tensions between 

pro-democracy protesters and the authorities in Hong Kong, although scuffles are reported to have broken out again as a 

masked gang rush protesters barricades. Over the weekend Hong Kong’s Chief Executive CY Leung said that the chances of 

China changing its mind over the elections were almost zero. 

 

  In the UK equity market, the Mining sector has been hit by falling commodity prices, particularly iron ore, with Chinese 

growth slowing but was in the spotlight with the return of potential mega –mergers. Rio Tinto confirmed press rumours that it 

had been contacted in July by Glencore regarding a potential merger which it had unanimously rejected in early August. 

Glencore said it is no longer actively considering a merger so now has to wait another six months. However, the approach 

does highlight the long term value in the business.    

 



  In Europe, German industrial orders dropped sharply in August with the biggest single monthly decline since 2009. 

While the numbers were skewed by car plants closing later than usual for the summer holidays, nonetheless events in Ukraine, 

China’s slowdown and deflation concerns all combined to dent confidence. This suggests Germany, Europe’s largest economy 

is teetering on the edge of recession with a possible decline in GDP in Q3 on top of the 0.2% drop recorded in Q2.  Poland cut 

interest rates by 50bps as it sought to protect the economy from the slowdown in neighbouring Germany and the effects of 

conflict in Ukraine.   

 

The mood was not helped by reports that the governor of the Banque de France had joined the Bundesbank in raising concerns 

over the structure of the ECB’s planned Asset Backed Security programme. In the Wall Street Journal, Bundesbank President 

Weidmann criticised the ECB stimulus measures and said he was opposed to buying government bonds. The ECB’s main 

purpose however looks to be to continue to lower the value of the Euro – after all this would even help Germany’s export 

focused economy and particularly its car industry. Some economic analysts have estimated that a 10% depreciation in the 

Euro could add some 1.6% to Eurozone GDP over three years. 

 

  In the USA the FOMC minutes focused on redesigning forward guidance and the risks to the outlook for the US economy 

from the stronger US Dollar. If the Dollar’s appreciation over that last several months were extended further, it would start 

becoming a factor impacting both inflation and growth in the USA and under such a scenario it is possible that the Fed may 

be more inclined to wait longer before implementing the first interest rate hike.     

 

  In Japan, as expected, the Bank of Japan maintained its existing policy stance while reducing its industrial production 

forecast.  

 

  In China, a state owned bad loan bank, Great Wall Asset Management agreed to bail out China’s first domestic bond 

default . This move could reinforce the assumption that even risky Chinese credit enjoys an implicit government guarantee.    

 

Markets remain unsettled. Is it the prospects for global growth or is it the horrors of the Ebola virus that is worrying investors? 

Last week it seemed like the latter given some smaller mining companies, international airlines, hotel groups and cruise ship 

operators were vulnerable. However, while lower oil prices should aid global GDP growth, the Saudi price cut has compounded 

the oil price fall which seems to reflect more concern about the slowdown in global growth. Together with the Spanish nurse 

Ebola case, it seems that in the near term, that economic and health news flow from Europe is likely to continue to top the 

investor worry list. 

 

Finally, besides the sad death toll in West Africa a sign of how Ebola is already having an impact on the global economy – 

cocoa has surged to a three year high on Ebola fears. The virus has so far largely affected Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea 

but the last two share a border with the Ivory Coast which accounts for 40% of the world’s cocoa supply. We remain alert to 

the potential threat posed by Ebola to both the global economy and our investments.         

 

If you wish to discuss any aspect of this newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Further information about Alpha Portfolio Management, our products and services, please visit www.alpha-pm.co.uk or email 

info@alpha-pm.co.uk.  Alternatively, you can call us on 0117 203 3460. 

This publication is for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon. The opinions expressed here represent analysis by an Alpha Portfolio 

Management representative at the time of preparation and should not be interpreted as investment advice.  

 

You should seek professional advice before making any investment decisions. The past is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The value of shares 

and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may get back less than they originally invested. Any tax reliefs referred to are those currently 

applying. Tax assumptions may change if the law changes and the value of tax relief will depend upon individual circumstances. All estimates and prospective 

figures quoted in this publication are forecast and are not guaranteed. Alpha, its associate companies and/or their clients, directors and employees may own 

or have a position in the securities mentioned herein and may add to or dispose of any such securities. The sender does not accept legal responsibility for 

any errors or omissions, in the context of this message, which arise as a result of internet transmission or as a result of changes made to this document after 

it was sent.  

  

Alpha Portfolio Management is a trading name of R C Brown Investment Management PLC who is authorised and regulated by the FCA.  

Registered Office: 1 The Square, Temple Quay, Bristol, BS1 6DG. Registered in England No. 2489639 
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